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Good morning Ms. Salazar.
The reason I am writing is to get clarification from NMED Hazardous Waste
Bureau concerning the 1999 letter from Ms. Brinkerhoff requesting Cannon AFB
to perlonn "limited" sampling for perchlorate. Since 1999, Bioenvironmental
Engineering personnel have been co
ring annual sampling for perchlorate
without much reason/ guid e a to ow
~ continue the sampling. I have
spoken on numerous time to Ms Lisa Brown, ::lovis NMED, for clarification
and she has stated that be use the re
me through the Hazardous Waste
Bureau the final answer must a so come through your office.
I called to your office and left a voice mail on Tuesday, March 23, 2004. I
am being asked by my boss's why we are continuing to sampling since there
.tre no federal requirements to sample. I am requesting a written letter, or
email, from your office with guidance on this matter.
Thank you for your time and assistance.

The Water Boy
CHRISTOPHER M. BOHLER
Manager, Environmental Surveillance
Alternate Base Radiation Safety Officer
27 ADOS/SGGB
208 West Casablanca Avenue
Cannon AFB, NM 88103
Com: 505-784-4063
DSN: 681-4063
Fax: 505-784-6983
Email: Christopher.Bohler@cannon.af.mil
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information that is legally Pt'Otected by the Privacy Act of 197'!(, 5 U.S. C.
552a, the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996,
P .L.104-191, and other applicable federal and state laws. This information
js intended only for the use of the individual or entity( s) named above. The
authorized recipient of this information is prohibited from disclosing this
information to any other party and is required to destroy the information
after its stated need has been fulfilled, unless otherwise required by state
law. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that
any disclosure, copying, distribution, or action taken in reliance on the
contents of these documents is strictly prohibited. If you have received
this email in error, please notify the sender immediately to arn1nge for
return of this information.
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